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ctive holographic and~conventional imaging techniques were compared, with the images for
both cars taken simulta neously at a range of 1 km. A I-joule Q.switched ruby laser with a I-rn co- S

herence length was used as the light source . To obtain both a conventional Image and a holographic
Interference pattern simultaneously through one aperture, a beam splltt er and two cameras were
mounted at the focus of a 36-cm-diameter telescope . Tests were conducted for severa l weeks , involv-
ing 257 exposures. At best, holographic imaging showed an Improvement in resolution over conven-
tional imaging by a factor of 2 but with a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio.
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LONG-RANGE HOLOGRAPHY FIELD EXPERIM ENTS

INTRODUCTION

In 1966 Goodman et al. [1] suggested a technique for imaging through a random me-
dium using wavefront reconstruction. Significant improvement in resolution of the recon-
structed image over that obtained with conventional imaging techniques was demonstra ted
using a local wavefront distortion near the imaging system. This topic received consider-
able attention [2-5] and was experimentally tested at short ranges and finally over a 12-km
horizontal path using a 91-cm Cloudcroft telescope as receiver (6] - These experiments
suggested that an improvement in terrestrial imaging was possible with this technique , even
though it is most suited for imaging satellites through the atmosphere from a ground-based
station. The results were inconclusive for horizontal imaging through the atmosphere ,
since no direct comparison with conventional active imaging (in which a laser source is
provided for target illumination) was attempted. The experiment described here was a
direct simultaneous comparison of active conventional imaging and holographic imagi ng
through a horizontal turbulent atmospheric path . The results indicate that in most cases
hok graphic imaging results in an improvement in resolution of approximately a factor of
2 but with increased noise . As in the earlier experiments, the main limitation appears to
be in the limited dynamic range of the recording medium.

BACKGROUND

The basis for the expected improvement from holographic imaging is the following.
For an aberrating medium near the receiver (Fig. 1), the reference wave R(x ,y) and the
object wave O(x,y) both experience the same aberration; and the amp lit ude at the receiver
can be written as

A(x,y )  = R(x,y) ei W( x , y )  + O(x ,y) ei~ ’(x .Y ) , (1)

where W(x,y) represents the effect of the aberrating medium. The intensity is then

I(x ,y) = A(x ,y) 12 
= 1R 1 2 + 1012 + R*O + RO*, (2)

so that the interference pattern recorded at the receiver is the same as would be recorded
with no aberration. Thus the reconstruction from the hologram should be free of aberra-
tions due to the atmosphere .

The conditions under which image improvement can be expected can be seen in the
top half of Fig. 2. The object and reference are two mutually coherent point sources se-
parated by a distance ~ - The linear dimension across the wavefront emerging from the

Manuscript submitted August ~8, 1977.
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aberrating medium for which the error is much less that X is represented by ~~~ . The re-
ference and object waves pass through nearly identical portions of the distorting medium
when

~ <4.A , (3)

which for a given ~ holds when the distorting medium is sufficiently near the receiver.
The distortions of both waves are the same when this condition is satisfied ; therefore the
interference pattern at the detector plane is the same as it would have been without the
phase-distorting layer.

REFERENCE

OBJECT FILM

ABERRATING MEDIUM

Fig. I — Holography through an aberrating medium

This can be contrasted with the situation for conventional imaging represented in the
bottom half of Fig. 2. In this case the resolution of the system is nearly that of a
diffraction-limited telescope with an effective aperture given by the size of the region ~
measured at the aberrating medium and then projected onto the telescope entrance aper-
ture. This effective aperture is

(4)

In contrast with Eq. (3) for holographic imaging, which indicates that the effect on image
resolution is least when the layer is near the receiver, Eq. (4) for conventional imaging in-
dicates that the effect on image resolution of a turbulent layer is least when the layer is
near the object.

Gaski ll(3) has shown that for homogeneous, isotropic turbulence the short-exposure
case of holographic imaging yields results with diffraction-limited resolution near the :e-
ference. As the distance of the object from the reference increases, the resolution de-
creases to a final value 2/3 that nbtained with conventional imaging. Experimental studies
were performed to determine the size of the isoplanatic region (that part of the field of
view over which the point-spread function remains invariant) for the time averaged case.
For an 86-rn path this was found to he about 50 mm or less, and for a 542-rn path this
was reduced to approximately 20 mm. These figures represent averages for a number of
tests on different days; each test lasted about 1 m m .

2
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For short exposures (less than 10 ms) a larger variation of the data might be expected .
Thus it is impossible to predict whether holographic imaging would provide improved re-
solution over conventional active imaging for horizontal paths through the atmosphere .
The experiments at NRL were designed to provide a direct comparison of the two tech-
niques.

As has been pointed out by Goodman and Lehman ( 7 ] ,  a serious limitation of the
holographic technique is the limited dynamic range of photographic emulsions used to
record the interference fringes. This can be overcome by substituting electronic detectors
with a greater linear dynamic range, digi tally processing the photographically recorded
holograms to extend the linear range, or choosing an optimum emulsion-and-developer
combination to match the expected amplitude variations due to atmospheric turbulence.
The third approach was the one chosen because of the equipment available. This is not
the optimum solution , however, since this means the hologram is recorded with a lower
contrast than would otherwise be desirable , with a consequent decrease in the signal-to-
noise ratio.
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FIg. 2 — Conditions for image Improvement by (top) holographic

S imaging and (bottom) conventional Imaging 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The following subsections describe the various components used for the field tests as
well as for initial laboratory tests performed to check their operation.

Laser

The laser selected for these experiments was a Q-switched ruby system having an
energy of approximately 500 mJ/pulse, a pulse length of 50 ns, and a coherence length of
2 m (Table 1). The wavelength of the ruby laser, 694.3 nm , limited the selection of useful
films; nevertheless those available are adequate in sensitivity and resolution. The laser
employed an oscillator-and-amplifier configuration as shown in Fig. 3. A transverse mode
was selected by the use of a L5-mm aperture in the oscillator cavity . A longitudinal mode
was selected by the use of temperature-tuned etalons for both the front and real reflectors
of the oscillator cavity . The front etalon was at the same temperature as the ruby rod ,
and the rear reflector was held at a different temperature by a separate water cooler.
These measures were found necessary to achieve repeatable results at the given specifica-
tions.

Table 1 — Description of the Ruby Laser

Wavelength 694.3 nm
Pulse width * ~ 50 ns
Energy (TEM 00) 500 mJ
Coherence lengtht >2 m
Energy repeatability ±20%
Pulse repetition rate 1 pulse every 2 mm
Configuration Oscillator and one amplifier
Transverse mode control 1.5-mm aperture in oscillator
Oscillator rod 100 mm by 9.5 mm in diam
Amplifier rod 178 mm by 14.3 mm in diam
Beam diameter out of amplifier 12 mm

May emit multip k pulses with varying separations.
tApproximate ly 80% of the shots were acceptable; the other 20% exhibited add i-
t~onal log itudina l modes , reducing the f ringe-free coherence length to approxim ately
6 cm typ ical ly ,

—* {~~~ LIF~~N f—ri I I
OScPLLAI

ol 
~ 

~~~~~~~~
LENS LE NS FRONT REAR

( fs +4 00mff i ) ( f u - SOmmi (TA LO N TRANSVER SE CTA LOti
MODE SELECTO R

Fig. 3 — Configuration of the holographic ruby lase r
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Extensive tests were performed to confirm that the laser was operating properly. A
Fabry-Perot etalon was used to monitor the mode structure for each pulse . These tests
were checked in the laboratory by forming off-axis-reference-beam holograms and observ-
ing the reconstructions. Secondary modes with energy 10% or less that of the primary
modes were found to result in reconstructions with either faint fringes or none at all.
Pu lse shapes were also recorded for each shot. Typical pulse widths were about 50 ns,
but the system frequently emitted two or more pulses with various separations. These ex-
tra pulses were due to the slow switching conditions of the Pockels cell Q-switch which
were necessary to obtain the long coherence length. The multiple pulses had no effect on
the off-axis-reference-beam hologram made in the laboratory , and they did not show up as
additional modes as measured by the Fabry-Perot etalon. They were a concern however
for the field experiments , since the reference and object must be stationary for the total
time the pulses are being emitted. However , no correlation was observed between shots
with multip le pulses and holograms which reconstructed poorly.

Another concern was the intensity profile of the beam emitted from the laser. This
was not expected to cause any serious problem for the field experiments , since the target
would be in the far field; thus any irregu larities in the profile would be smoothed , and
the effe cts of turbulence causing breakup of the beam would predominate . For the labor-
atory experiments, which were conducted in the near field , these nonuniformities would
be important , and the expanding telescope used to enlarge the beam from the oscillator
through the amplifier was changed. The standard optics employed gave an 8:1 expansion
and resulted in a 12-mm-diameter beam out of the amp lifier. For the laboratory experi-
ments this was changed to 2:1 expansion at reduced energy . This allowed holography at
30 m with a relatively smooth beam profile. The improvement seen in Fig. 4 is due to
reduced diffraction effects from less beam cutoff through the amplifier rod and the fact
that the far-field transition has been moved in to approximately 15 m from approximately
200 m.

The other parameter measured for all laser shots was the pulse energy . The energy
was measured using an uncoated glass wedge as a beamsplitter at the output of the am-
plifier and using a photodiode which was frequently recalibrated against a thermopile. To
determine the coherence length of the laser , the holographic setup diagrammed in ~‘ig. 5
was used. Off-axis-reference-beam holograms of a 2-rn-long target board were taken to
allow direct measurement of the depth of reconstruction and thus the coherence length of
the laser pulse . Reconstructions of three typical holograms are shown in Figs. 6a , 6b , and
& along with photographs of the oscilloscope trace from a fast photodiode and photo-
graphs of the output of a Fabry-Perot etalon for each example. The photodiode shows the
laser output vs time and thus the pulse length and the presence of multiple pulses, if any,
and the etalon output indicates the mode structure of the pulse for the hologram .

Receiver

The primary component of the receiver was a 36-cm-diameter Cassegrainian telescope.
This was used to form a conventional image directly and was used as a light collector for
efficiently recording the hologram. As shown in Fig. 7, a heamsplitter allowed simultane-
ous recording of the hologram and conventional image . The conventional image was re-
corded in the usual way, and the hologram was recorded with a camera and 105-mm lens S

focused on the corrector plate of the telescope. The purpose of the optical system in re-
cording the hologram is to form a reduced image of the interference pattern at the entrance
to the telescope and match the energy of the return to the sensitivity of the emulsion.
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(a) 2 :1 expansion optics (b) 8:1 expansion
opt ics

Fig. 4 — Laser beam profile at 20 m

BEAMSPLITTER DIFFUSER

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE

Fig. 5 — Experimenta l configuration for determining the coherence length
of a laser by form ing side-reference hologram s
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l- ig. Ga — Result s of a laser coherence ~~~ in the case of a double
pu lse and fine fringes: (top) hologram reconstruction, (middle)
pulse profile, and (bottom) Fabry-Perot mode structure .
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Fig. (‘ — Results of a laser coherence teat in the case
of double pulse and broad fringes
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l i l t  w ith t h  li ii’, i ’ , ’, ds th’  in t , - r i . ’ r ,~n,’.’ I, i i i .

‘l’he ti I ’s to la ’  was testt ’tl over a 170-rn path in an i’nclosed area to find the r esolution
in conven tional imaging. This reso lution was approximat ely 3 cycles/mm with incoherent
i l lumination.  In the field experiments this conventional image was formed from the front
r(’flec t ion off the beamsplitter , which had a surface figure of better than X/ 10; thus no de-
gradation of this image would occur due to the presence of the thick heamsplitter.

The hologram was formed by the beam transmitted through the thick heamsplitter.
Such a heamsplit ter introduces considerable aberrations in conventional imaging; however
ill r( ’cor( ling holograms these aberrations would be expected to be minimal , si nce 1)0th the ob-
Ji’ct and refere nce waves undergo the same aberration. This was checked using a Moire
Wch niqu e described by Yok ozt ’ki & Suzuki ( 8 1.  Holograms were recorded on film using
the t i li ’s -olu ’ with plane waves for both the reference and object beams, These holograms
(Onsis t i ’( l  ideal l y of linea r sinusoidal amplitude gratings and were made both with and with-
out the thick I)eamSj )litt er present. When these holograms were overlaid with a slight off-
~~~~, M oire fr inge s were readily observed. Any cliaiiges in this interference pattern could be

10
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seen . For example , two short exposures , 1)0th made wi thout  the beamsplitter , re-
sulted in the pattern seen in F ig. 8. ‘fht’ dist ort ions are due to turbul enc e caused by the
air-condi t ion ing blowers in the area. \~ it h longer exposures to average these turbulence
eff ects , the patterns obtained are presented in Fig. 9, These show that the effects of t ilL ’
bvamspli ttvr art’ indeed negligible compared to the residual turbulence in an enclosed en-
vironment.

~~-

-
- 

-

~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

tS

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig. $ - Moir .. pattern of two short-exposure hologrsrn~ Li ,  dete rm i n,- wh ether
L ii. ’ thick hi-anispi it t i- r had any i-Ui-ct i in t he ri-rorded in t ,-rft’r,-nee p~ it i-rn

Recording Media

A major problem associated with Goodman ’s earlier experiments was the limited dy-
namic range of the photographic film used as the recording medium. Propagation of the
laser beams through the turbulen t atmosphere imparts a large (lynamic range to the inten-
sity variations at the receiver. If a high-contrast emulsion-and-developer combination is
used for a high signal-to-noise ratio , then large areas of the hologram are saturated or
effectively unexposed . This results in a loss of resolution , a loss of sensit ivi ty,  and a
spreading of the zero order in the reconstruction of the hologram . The use of an extremel y-
low-contrast large-dynamic-range recorder at the opposite extreme would extend the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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Fig. 9 — Moire pattern of two lon g-exposure holograms which averaged
the turbulence from air-conditioning blowers that affected Fig. 8

S ni amic range so that the hologra m is lineari l y recorded , but this woul d resu lt in a serious
decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio , Both of these combinations were tried in the earlier
experiments , with the expected results.

For this experiment a compromise was attempted. Various films and developers were
tested in an attempt to determine an optimum combination for the expected degree of
turbul ence [9J . From tile work of Deitz [101 the dynamic range required for linear record-
ing can 1w estimated. For clear weather , atm ospheric atten uat ion coefficient a ,.1 0.15 km - 1 ,
and strong turbulence (index structure coefficient C,1 ~ 5 X iQ~ m~ /3 ), t i l t ’  estimate of
the dynam ic range required for the recording is about 15 dB, For clear weather with in-
termediate turbulence (C~ 4 X 10-8 m 1 /3 ), the estimate cF the required dynamic range
decreases to approximately 10 dB,

Compromises were found necessary in the selection of an emulsion-and-developer
(‘ombination for field experiments . Eastman 2496 RAR nd 2476 films were chosen be-
cause their resolution and spectral sensitivity matched t i t ~ experimental requirements rea-
sonably well , The holograms as recorded were 10 mm in diameter , which is a line ar re-
duction factor of 36:1. A point source 1 m from the reference at a range of 1 km would
produce fringes with a spatial frequency of 50 cycles/mm on the hologram . This is well
within the resolution limit  of the f i l m I 9 I  ; thu ’: 1-rn 2 areas (‘an he recorded holographically,
Various developers have been tested with th is film to achieve the  desired dynami c range,
.-\m~i l i t ud i ’ transn lit.tan ( ’t ’ VerSUS exposure is shown for 2496 R .S\R film in Fig. 10 for thre e
developer s 1) 19 , 1)76 , and I’OTA. 1) 19 provides a high-contrast recording which would S

gi ve i~;n t i n nu m signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed hol ogram with low atmosp heri c tur-
hul. ’ru ’e , i’OTA ( 1 1 1  conversely provides extremely large dynamic range hut low contrast.
‘l ’ht ’si ’ two (‘oml)j natjofls art’ similar to thost’ used in the earlier experiments. It was thought

12
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x posu Rr ( (m.J/ m 2 )

Fig. 10 — Amplitudi- transmittance vs exposure for Kodak 2 196 RAR film and three developers

that the medium-contrast developer D76 would prove a better choice for this experiment;
therefore most of the data were taken with this combination.

The choice of 2496 RAR film and D76 developer is not ideal , because of the nonlinear
TA-vs- E curve , As Goodman has pointed out , an electronic detector with greater linear
dynamic range would be preferred . Unfortunately this was not available.

Target

The target used in the field tests is shown in Fig. 11, The reference was provided by
the cat ’s-eye retroreflector in the upper left-hand corner. The retroreflector defocuses the
returning beam to allow the desired reference-to-object beam-energy ratio of between 4 to I
and 10 to 1. The target portion consists of five sections of alternating black strips and
3M Scotchlite strips of equal width , The spatial frequencies were 12,5 , 25, 50, 100 , and
200 cycles/rn. Diffraction-limited resolution for the 36-cm telescope at 1 km range with
coherent illumination is approximately 250 cycles/mm.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

The various components were tested in preliminary experiments at NRL over a 30-rn
path in a light tunnel. A 25-cm -diameter telescope was used rather than the 36-cm-diameter
telescope because of the difficulty of focusing the latter at close range . Results for a three-
bar USAF resolution target with no turbulence along the path are shown in Figs. 12a and
12h . These showed that the conventional image could be resolved to the diffraction limit
but the reconstructed hologram resolution was limited to half that , No means of improv-
mg the holographic resolution could be found , even when the effects of limited film re-
solution and of the thick beamsplitter were eliminated. For most cases this limitation in

S resolution was not important , since the resolution for the field tests was limited by other
factors.

13
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Localized turbulen ce was introduced with heaters placed 3 m in front of the telescope
and direc tly below the Path. The results are shown in Figs. 12c and 12d. The conven-
tional image was degraded by a factor of 8 or greater in resolution , Particularly for the
horizontal bar s, but the resolution of the holographic reconstruction was virtually un-
-ha nged , althou gh there was some decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio. The resolution of
the reconstruction was at least a factor of 1 better that the conventional image .

FIELI ) EXPERIMENTS

The field experiments were conducted at NRL ’s Chesapeake Bay Division over a 1-km
range ( Fig. 13). The 1-km range was chosen for safety, because it is well protected . It is
immediately adjacent to the bay, running roughl y parallel to the shore. All but the last
portion of the path is over land , with the target being mounted about 2 m above the water
leve l, The telescope, laser, and associated electronics were in a trailer at one end of the path.
The laser beam was 20 cm from the optical axis of the telescope and 3 in above ground
li ve l .
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(a) Conventional image without turbulence (b) Holographic image without turbulence

. 

,._~w,_ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5~~1•’~ -

I

(c ) Conventiona l image with turbulence (d) Holograph ic image with tu rbulence

Fig. 12 — Reault . of preliminary tests in the laboratory, showing the comparison of the
convent ional and holographic images without and with turbulance
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CHESAPEAKE BAY

MEAN LOW WATE P LINE 
~~ 

.~~ie ~~~~
‘ 

— -~~~ TARGET

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig. 13 — Test range at NRL’s Chesapeake Bay Division

There were 257 shots on eight nights over the 1-km path from 23 October 1975 to
4 December 1975. During the series of tests the laser energy , pulse shape , and mode
structure , were recorded for each shot. The holograms and conventional images were re-
corded on either Eastman 2496 or 2476 film. The trailer was kept open and unheated (lur-
ing runs in an attempt to avoid a turbulence layer at the receiver optics.

The laser beam pattern on the target was photographed on each shot from a range of
20 m , using Kodak 2485 film , with high speed and low resolution , or Kodak 2476 film ,
with medium speed and resolution. The pattern was photographed in an attempt to de-
termine correlation between poor hologram reconstruction or conventional images and non-
uniform target illumination.

No extensive meteorological instrumentation was available for this path . Only genera l
weather conditions were recorded , and more detailed information on the turbulence would
have been desirable.

RESULTS OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS

Figures 14a through 14e show some of the results obtained over the 1-km path. In
the first pair of images (Fig. 14a) obtained on a night with low turbulence , both the holo-
graphic reconstruction and the conventional recording show resolution into the fou rth
group, which is nearl y twice the diffraction limited value. The holograp hic reconstruction
is noisier than the conventional image, as was the case in all of the tests. As discussed
earlier , this noisiness could be improved with the use of higher contrast emulsion-and-
developer combination. For this particular night with low turbulence , that would have been
a good choice. However with more turbulence the dynamic range of the combination
would be inadequate to record the intensity variations.

In Fig. 14b the holographic reconstruction is seen to give better resolution than the
conventional image , in which not even the first group can be seen. Although the output
of a Fabry-Perot etalon showed a second longi tudinal laser mode , no effect can be seen
on the reconstruction. For comparison , Fig. 14c , which was taken onl y 2 minutes after
the preceeding shot , yielded no holographic reconstruction , but the conventional image
has resolution into the first or second group. Only a single laser mode was Observed. One S

cause for this reversa l is the much more intense retrore flection observed in the conventional
i mage , whi ch tended to drive the hologram recording into saturation.
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Fig. I 4a — Simu ltaneous holographic image Fig. I 4b — Typic al pair of images obta ined over
(top) and conventional image (bottom) of the t he I-km path
target shown in Fig. II obtained over the I-km
path dur ing low turbulence ,
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Fig. 1 4c — Pair of image. obtained over the I-km Fig. I 4d — Selected pair of images obtained over
path when the retror ef lect ion was intense the 1-km path showing better resolution by the

holographic recon struction
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Fig. I 4e — Selected pair of images obtained
over t he 1-km path showing equal or better re-
solution by the holographic reconstruction

Figures 14d and 14e show additional selected results. Although these images are not
necessarily typical , in most cases the holographic reconstruction provided equal or some-
what better resolution , approaching a factor of 2, than the conventional image taken
simultaneously. The holographic image provided poorer resolution when the retroreflector
illumination was poor or when the refe rence beam return was nonuniform , which resulted
in an effective hologram size considerably less than the reduced telescope aperture.

One additional test was performed at a 4-km range on an overwater path with a lar- ~~~~~~ -ger target. The data from this experiment indicate a beam breakup so severe than in many
~~ instances the retroreflector was not illuminated ( Fig. 1514 and hence no hologram could
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(a) A t 1 km

I

(b) At 4 km

Fig. 15 — Typical lase r illumination of the target a I km and a target at SI km
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be formed. In those Instances when a return from the retroreflector was present , it was
again severel y broken up by the atmosphere , resulting in a greatly reduced effective holo-
gram size. In all of these tests at the 4-km range the most that could be observed in either
the holographic reconstruction or the conventional image was the general shape of the
target.

CONCLUSIONS

These experiments on imaging through a horizontal terrestrial path indicate that al-
though holographic imaging as opposed to conventional active coherent imaging shows some
improvement in resolution , its use is not warranted in most circumstances. Its use is not
warranted primarily because of the decreased signal-to-noise ratio and the’ presence of the
twin image , which in some target configurations confuses the information in the recon-
structed hologram. These problems may possible be overcome by electronic imaging de-
tectors which increase the dynamic range of the recorded hologram and by the local-
reference-beam technique or a modification to provide a reliable reference source.

In the local-reference-beam technique ( 12) the reference wave required for forming
the interference fringes of the hologram is derived from the light reflected from the ob-
ject itself. In the original local-reference-beam demonstration the return beam from the
object was divided using a beamsplitter , with one part focused to a small image of the
object using a lens or curved mirror. This small image served as a “point source ” for the
reference beam required for the hologram and was recombined with the other portion of the
objec t wave at the photographic emulsion. On reconstruction the hologram was illumi-
nated with a true point source , but distortions resulted because the reconstruction beam
did not duplicate the original reference wave. These distortions (-an be significantly
reduced by using this technique to form an image-plane hologram ( 13J - In this case the
object wave is focused on the hologram during recording while the reference beam is still
a quas i point source formed by focusi ng the other portion of the object. wave to a greatis-
reduced image of the original object. The advantage that the image-plane hologram
offers is an insensitivity to reference source size; therefore ’ high-resolution hologram recon-
structions should be 1)oSSihle with this technique -

Employment of this b ’e-hniqu e f or  long-range ’ holograph y wo uld remove the depen-
dance on the presence of a strong glint from the’ target and could make it possible to
separate the ’ twin images in the reconstruction by providing a spatial offset for the re’fer-
ence waves . Large variations in the intensity of the return across the rec eiving aperture
however would still contribute to a decrease in the signal-to-noise’ ratio of the reconstruc-
tion. In addition an increase in the reference-wave of fset angle would require a higher
resolution film , which would generally be less sensitive.
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